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About This Game

Introduction:

Top down RPG puzzle and strategy game. Player have 3 different characters in every level with different skills, abilities and
attack patterns. Drag & drop player units on the grid with mouse. Move characters to desired slots and press attack button, then

every attack happens automatically. After player have make all his moves, shift turns to AI opponent. Player can continue as
long as at least 1 of his characters are alive. Levels contain 1-4 waves and last wave contain boss. After boss is death level are

completed. Only last wave will contain bosses. So use your brains and just mouse to beat enemies

Features:

- 3 player characters with different skills and attack patterns:
  - Pig Warrior. most powerful player character with double damage

  - Gangsta Mage
  - Woman Mage

- Police enemies in every waves
- Different bosses in end of levels:

  - Green zombie boss with double damage ability
  - Red Cyborg boss with ability to spawn rocks to attack grid

- 7 levels
- Easy steam achievements
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Planned features:

- more different bosses
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Title: Death Rpg
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ruskija game experience, Gangsta Studios, Tero Lunkka
Publisher:
Tero Lunkka
Franchise:
Tero Lunkka, Gangsta Series
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 8

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 800 series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct x9

English
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40 Questions About Stronghold Next:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTAGMUJNF54
Multiplayer! Units! Defenses! Our latest and greatest Stronghold Next video reveals brand new details by answering 40 of
YOUR questions about the game. Join Nick and Aaron for a detailed discussion about our upcoming castle sim, guided by
player questions posted under previous Stronghold Next videos and Q&As.

Ahead of our full production update from the development team next week, today Firefly's community staff shine a light on a
few finer details requested by fans. How many Lords can join a multiplayer game? Will there be healing units? Will regular
troops be able to knock down castle walls? Together these smaller issues make a huge difference to each Stronghold, so we're
taking the opportunity to lay out our plans at this early stage.

Want more?

1. Be the first to see our full Stronghold Next gameplay reveal by subscribing to Firefly Studios on YouTube.

2. Check out our Stronghold Next playlist, which we'll be updating with new videos in the coming weeks and months.

. Game Update – 0.5.6:
This week we bring another quality of life update with bug fixes and improved AFK handling while we continue our work on
more major updates to come. Don't forget to join our the community Discord[discord.gg] to find squadmates and discuss this
update.

As announced last week this will be last of our weekly updates. We have now released 6 updates in 6 weeks and the game is
significantly better for those updates and more importantly your feedback. Whilst we have enjoyed sharing weekly updates to
the game with the community our focus has shifted towards new content and features which require far more testing than a
week permits.

The next update 0.5.7 will bring some new features and more bug fixes next month but we are also working on the first major
content update to the game which will be coming in 0.6.0.
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AFK Handling. Article: Our perspective on secret features:

Easter eggs have become an integral part of lots of games. Players love to explore the game’s world and some of them do it for a
sole purpose of finding secret messages hidden by the creators. Those messages can practically relate to everything: other games
or movies and sometimes even to real-life persons or events. Developers enjoy creating these secret features just as much as
players enjoy hunting for them. That is the reason why we have put so many of them in our game.
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Playerless: One Button Adventure may seem like a strong proving ground on the issue of hidden messages - it’s a game within a
game after all. Therefore, our intention was to go beyond the boundaries of the plot by - easiest to say - allowing Easter eggs to
live their own lives.

The game inside Playerless: One Button Adventure is visibly broken. You can tell that not only by noticeable errors but also by
its code leaking to the surface. An avid programmer may notice this little tribute to their profession that enriches the regular
gameplay. Focusing on the intentionally implemented bugs may lead the player to new discoveries, such as alternative paths or
hidden rooms, so the game rewards attentive observation.

Our inspiration doesn’t come only from the game code. We wanted Playerless: One Button Adventure to easily engage every
type of players, no matter if they are more passionate about computer science or culture. For the latter group, we have decided
to transfer some themes from real-life to the virtual one. So watch closely; the works of art around you can tell you more about
the characters than their actual actions.
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When it comes down to the player’s surroundings of Playerless: One Button Adventure – many things are happening in the
background. While developing the game, we took special effort to turn the player’s eye away from the beaten track and attract
their attention to our clues. However, even despite the fast-paced gameplay dynamics, we have managed to create special
moments in which the player has the opportunity to look at what seems to be just a simple background. Creation of hidden
messages without highlighting them to the player was both a tough challenge and a very valuable lesson for us.

One of our current dreams (apart from making another successful game) is to hear that someone has found everything we
managed to hide in our game, and enjoyed each one of their little discoveries.

Enjoy the hunt!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/711610/Playerless_One_Button_Adventure/. Client Update 4/25/2017:
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 Added a way to select & manage un-clickable objects (see note at bottom of news post for instructions.)

 Added -autoredux and -autolegacy launch options to bypass the AArcade launcher.

 Improved the HD image viewer to ignore broken image locations still listed in the item.

 Improved the title of newly selected items in the Task Menu while they are loading.

 Fixed the Import All My Steam Games feature.

 Added an Import button onto the Library Browser that takes you to the Import menu.

 Also added a link to the Import Menu onto the Addons Menu.

 Moved the Import Steam Games button to the Import Menu.

 Moved the Import Legacy Content button to the Import Menu.

 Improved the mounting of Legacy content to automatically mount your old "custom" folders.

 Added a Subscribed Workshop Menu where you can browse info about your current subscriptions.

 Revised the help text on various menu buttons.

 Added workshop info for items & models onto the Object Info Menu.

 Removed the Manage Library Menu until there is something useful to put on it.

 Added "Loaded type X from Redux library" to the debug log for each type that gets loaded (for debug purposes.)

 Added debug log output for crashes that could be caused by certain video cards (for debug purposes.)

 Dynamic cabinet models are now hidden in your library & on the build menu when searching for models to spawn.

 Fixed an issue that could cause a crash when searching your library for prop names.

 Fixed an issue that caused 1st fullscreen in-game task accessed to show an error texture.

 Fixed an issue that caused the Meta Scrape button to not appear the first time that the Import Steam Games feature is
used.

 Fixed an issue that caused the Steam Store scraper to not set new item types to equal "PC".

 Fixed an issue that caused slave screens to sometimes not automatically show an in-game task.

 Fixed an issue that could cause a crash when closing AArcade.

 Fixed an issue that could cause web tabs to remain open in the background after importing all your Steam games from
your profile.

NOTE:. M E C H A N I S M - DEMO:
Hello, my friends!
If you found this game directly on Steam then you probably don't know that there is a demo of Mechanism out here.
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So here is a link where you can download it and try for youself:
Mechanism on Google Drive[drive.google.com]

If you have some thoughs, or you found a bug, please make a topic here, on Steam. Let's communicate with each other, since I
am the only developer of this game, I would love read your opinions and deploy them into the game.
. Archangel Hellfire Patch:
The patch for Archangel Hellfire has gone live. Thank you for playing the update during its Early Access period and sharing
your feedback. We look forward to Hellfire’s official launch next month!

Bug fixes: 

-- Fixed key code entry errors for Private Match
-- Fixed crashes related to launching game offline (Archangel Hellfire requires internet connection at all times)
-- Fixed rare crash associated with in-game pause menu
-- Fix for not leaving VOIP channel in some cases
-- WinMR fix (for unofficial WinMR support)

Menu item updates:

-- Improved appearance of both launch screen buttons
-- Added more information on search screen
-- Added Confirm\Return button when attempting to exit from map selection screen

 Gameplay: 

-- The outnumbered player will now get buffs in 2v1 matches
-- Tuned shield hitpoints and regeneration rate. Tuned damage for Distributed Field Artillery (DFA).
-- Fixed lock and fire exploit with Hellswarm Missile Battery
-- 1v1 games now require only 5 points to win
-- Adjusted step down wait time in 1v1 matches when searching for a match
-- Allow game to start in case if someone failed to join (it used to wait forever)

Need someone new to fight with mech-on-mech? Join the Archangel community on Discord! It's the best place to sync up for
matches or connect with the game dev team. Click the invite link: https://discordapp.com/invite/SQ7gjHU. Chocolate makes
you happy: Easter in Steam Store!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1054610/Chocolate_makes_you_happy_Easter/

New thematic Choco - Game will be available soon)
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